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The Scholar Support Programme (SSP) is a part of the ‘New Initiatives in Higher 

Education’ of the Department of Higher Education, Govt. of Kerala. This programme aims to 

overcome the academic weakness of students who belong to the bottom of the merit hierarchy 

at the time of admissions. This compensatory programme aims at imparting additional 

support to students in curricular areas of weakness. The Scholar Support Programme aims at 

imparting personalized additional support to needy students through tutorials, study materials, 

additional lectures, question banks and interactive sessions, formation of quality circles in 

colleges for the programme, dissemination of classes through personal and web based modes 

etc. The Directorate of Collegiate Education implements the programme. 

The government sanctioned an amount of Rs 1,07,000/- as per the government  order 

P4/65679/2019/Coll. Edn. dated 22-06-2019 to conduct the programme .The students were 

selected based on the marks of their qualifying examinations. Forty students were selected 

from first year and another forty from second year. With a total strength of 80 students SSP 

was conducted during this academic year. Applications were selected for the weak subject 

amongst those students and internal mentors were allocated for those subjects. Some students 

who were in SSP during 2018-2019 discontinued and new students were chosen based on 

their first semester results. 

Odd semesters were completed during the month of December and even semesters 

during the month of February. The classes were taken during the tutorial hours and on 

Saturdays. The government granted Rs 37,500 for mentoring sessions which included 



external mentoring also. Special assistance on personal growth and learning skills were also 

provided. English coaching both internal and external was also provided for first and second 

years .Dr Leelamma  K, Psychologist took classes on learning skills and personal growth. 

ASAP trainer Mr Rohith gave coaching on English language skills-listening, speaking and 

writing. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Split up of expenditure 

Sl no Programmes Amount 

1 Internal mentoring of first years(5 subjects) 50*500=25000 

2 Internal mentoring of English for first years 10*500=5000 

3 External mentoring of first years(ASAP) 10*500=5000 

4 External mentoring of first years 5*500=2500 

5 Internal mentoring of second years 50*500=25000 

6 Internal mentoring of English for second 

years 

10*500=5000 

7 External mentoring of second years(ASAP) 10*500=5000 

8 External mentoring of second years 5*500=2500 

9 Stationary kit for students 12000 

10 Co-ordinator charges 15000 

11 Office expenses 5000 

 Total 1,07,000 
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